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Abstract 

The chemisorption of hydrocarbons (n.:..heptane, toluene, benzene, 

ethylene and cyclohexane) was studied by LEED ori. four different stepped 

crystal faces of platinum, the Pt(S)-[9(111)x(lOO)], Pt(S)-[6(111)x(lOO)], 

Pt(S)-[7(111)x(310)], and Pt(S)-[4(lll)x(l00)]. The first three surfaces 

exhibit thermal stability (25-1000°C) in vacuum and in the presence of 

hydrogen and hydrocarbons, while the last face is unstable and facets. 

The chemisorption of hydrocarbons produces carbonaceous deposits whose 

characteristics depend on the substrate structure, the of type of hydrocarbon chen;i· 

sorbed, the rate of adsorption and the surface te..mperat.ure. Hydrocarb<?ns 

on the [9(lll)x(lOO)] and [6(111)x(lOO)] crystal face, form mostly ordered 

structures, while disordered carl;onaceous layers are formed on the [ 7 (111 )x 

(310)] surface, v!hich has a high concentration of kinks in the stepE:. 

The distinctly different chemisorption characteristics of these 

platinum surfaces can be explained by considering the interplay of four 

competing proc~sses: (1) the nucleation and growth of ordered carbonaceous 

surface structures, (2) dehydrogenation, (3) decomposition of the organic 

molC::cules, and (!d rearrangement of the substrate (faceting). On the 

[9(lll)x(lOO)] and [6(lll)x(lOO)] crystal faces, processes (1) and (2) 

predominate. On the [7(lll)x(310)] face, process (3) is predominant, 

while process (4) is the most important on the [4(lll)x(lOO)] face. 
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The effect of varying partial pressure of hydrogen on the 

chemisorption and ordering characteristics of hydrocarbons are also 

discussed. 
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Introduction 

n 
LJI 

Studies of several high Miller index clean crystal faces of platinum 

have revealed the existence of stepped surfaces which are characterized 

by the presence of terraces of well defined crystallographic orientation 

[for exa:uple, (111) or (100)] separated by ordered arrangements of man-

atomic steps. These stepped surfaces exhibit remarkable thermal stability, 

and the step periodicity gives rise to extra diffraction features that 

permit investigation by low·energy electron diffraction. Studies1 ' 2 of 

the chemisorption of various diatomic molecules on these high index sur-

faces have sho\-m chemisorption characterisitics that are entirely differ-

2 ent from those on low Miller index (111) and (100) crystal faces. Oxygen 

and hydrogen chemisorb readily on most ·stepped surfaces, \·thile these gases 

3 
have low sticking probabilities, and do not form surface structures at 

low temperatures; on low index surfaces. Holecular beam scattering studies 

have shown that the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction takes place readily 

on stepped surfaces, while it is hardly detectable on the (111) crystal 

4 face. Carbon monoxide that forms several ordered surface structures on the 

the (100) face of platinum, yields a disordered deposit on stepped surfaces, 

d h 1 . ·.· "1 £ d" ... 3,5 an upon eat treatment t1ere 1s ev~cence o· lSSOclat2on. Carbon mon-

oxide was found to decompose exclusively in the stepped regions of oriented 

thin films. 6 These investigations have shown that atomic steps play a key 

role in dissociating large binding energy diatomic molecul.es, H
2 

(103 kcal), 

0
2 

(118 kcal), CO (256 kcal), which could be a major reason for thei.r 

markedly different structure forming and chemisorption characteristics. 
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There is·another important property of stepped surfaces that was 

discovered during chemisorption of hydrocarbons. Upon ~hemisorp-

tion of various aliphatic and aromatic molecules, several ordered surface 

structures have formed that can be identified due to carbonaceous deposits 

by Auger electron spectroscopy. The surface structures that form depend 

on the structure of the clean platinum surface, the type of hydrocarbon 

molecule adsorbed, the hydrocarbon £lux incid~nt on the surface, and 

the exposure. The abundance of surface structures should be con-

trasted with the chemisorption behavior of these n•olecules on low Hiller 

index surfaces. On the (ill) and (100) crystal face~ the ordered surface 

structures· of organic molecules are very different,3•7 •8 if present, and 

heating to elevated temperatures give rise to the formation of a graphitic 

overlayer independent of the crystallographic orientation of the substrate. 

Thus, stepped surfaces have the: ability to nucleate the formation of 

ordered carbonaceous deposits that would not form on low index crystal 

surfaces. Recent studies of catalytic reactions on stepped 

surfaces of platinum revealed the importance of these ordered carbonaceous 

f h d b 1
. . 9 sur:ac.e structures in y rocar on cata ys~s. Thus, it appears important 

to investigate, in detail, the nature of ordered carbonaceous· surface structure.s 
. . 

and to undertake a systematic investigation of the dependence of the carbori 

deposit on both the structure of the platinum substrate and on the structure 

of the hydrocarbon adsorbed. In this paper we report on low energy elec~ 

tron diffraction studies of the chetnisorption of n-heptane, 

toluene, benzene, ethylene, and cyclohexane on a 
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series of stepped platinum surfaces that are distinguishable by the width 

of their atomic terraces or by the orientation of their atomic steps. 

Since the struc.ture of the carbonaceous layer may change as a function of 

temperature, the structure of adsorbed layer was studied in a wide temper-
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Experimental 

The apparatus has been described previously; 1 in brief, ·the· high 

purity, electron beam zone refined, platinum single crystals (Naterials 

Rese.:1r.ch Corporation) were X-ray oriented by back-reflection Laue ·tech-· 

nique, cut in the r~quired orientation, polished, etched and then the· 

orientation rechecked. 

The single crystals, on polycrystalline platinum holders, were 

mounted in a Varian ultra-high vacuum,gold plated chamber in which the 

-9 ambient pressure was typically 2 x 10. torr. The low energy electron 

diffraction patterns were observed using Varian 4-grid optics, a Vacuum 

Generators Auger !=lectron.spectrometer was used to monitor the platinum 

surf~ce composition, and a q:.1adrupale n:s.s.s spcctrc;Ilctc:r: (El.c:ctrOi1ic Ass ... h:iates 

Inc.) '\-!as used to analyze the .gases in the chm,<hcr. · Temperature was measured Hith D 

platinum/platinutn-10/~ rhodium thermocouple spot welded to the top edge 

of the crystal, and also with an optical pyrometer . 

. The only detectable in1purity on the platinum surface v:as carbon, 

-6 removed by repeated heat treatment in oxygen (10 torr, 850°C) .. The clean 

platinum surface structure can be identif:l eel by Loth the low energy e1ec·-

tron diffracd.on pattern and the Laue X-ray diffnic.tion pattern. Table I 

lists the orientations of various crystal faces that are used in these 

studies with the notation that is described, in detail, elseHhere.
1 

In 

brief, (S) indicates a stepped surface, [6(lll)x(l00)], for example, idcn-. 

tifies a surface with atomic terraces of (111) orientation six atoms 

.• 
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wide, on the average, separated by steps of atomic height of (100) orienta-

tion(deduced fr.om the direction of the cut). The first three samples that 

are listed in Table I ar_e different only by the terrace .width. The fourth 

surface structure V.7as obtained by cutting ·the crystal 20° ·from the [Oll] 

zone toward the [liO] zone. The direction of the cut and the angle \.:ith 

respect to the (111) crystal face are shown in Figure 1. Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, and 

2d show schematic diagrams and observed diffraction patterns of the various 

stepped surfaces. The step height is obtained from the variation of the 

intensity mBxinn of the doublet diffraction beam featurN~ with electron 

energy which has been discussed in detai.l elsewhere. 1 All 

of the surface structures, with the exception of the Pt(S)-14(lll)x(lOO)] 

crystal face, that are sho>m in Figure 2a-d exhibit remarkable thermal 

stability. These surf2ces can be heated in vacuum to at least 1100°C \dthout 

appreciable deterioration of the surface structure. After chemisorption 

of various hydrocarbons the surface stt·ucture characteristic of the clean 

substrate could be regenerated readily. This removal of the carbon deposit 

was carried out by oxygen heat treatment and by subsequent removal of the 

adsorbed oxygen by vacuum heat treatment. The Pt (S)-[4 (lll)x(lOO)) 

crystal face undergoes faceting vllwn heated in vacuum to 1000°C, uhen nc,\·7 

diffraction features appear. The faceting was even more marked and took 

place at 300° to 500°C in the presence of adsorbed hydrocarbons or hydrogen. 

The original surface structure could be restored after removal of the 

adsorbate by heat treatment in oxygen at up to 900°C. Above th~t tempera-

ture faceting occurred even in the presence of oxygen. 

The organic vapors were introduced through a needle tlmt permitted 
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direct incidence of the ·vapor molecul-es on the platinum surface. The 

' ' ' 10 ' 
rates of incidence can be calculated -and varied from aboutl0 12 to 1017 

molecules per second per cm2 of crystal, and exposures from 10-
1 

to io 5 

Langmuirs. It was also possible to introduce hydrogen along with the 

hydrocarbons (in a variety of ratios) and examine the effect of surface 

struttures obtain~d as a result of ~a-adsorption of these mixtures. In 

Table Ila, b, c·, we list all the surface structures that have been found 

on the platinum stepped surfaces upon adsorption of hydrogen, n-heptane, 

toluene, benzene, ethylene, · a'nd c.yclohexanc, along \-lith the ·experirnental 

conditions required tci generate these structures. It slwuld be noted 

that the type of surface structure \vhich formed dependeJ on the temperature, 

the magnitude of the incident flux on. the crystal surface and the exposure 

10 
The effective pressure at the -surface can be estimated, assuming time. 

isotropic, hemispherical effusion-from a point source, and this has been 

incorporated into the table. 

The surface structures that have been found for the majority of 

species on the platinum stepped single crystals, and the transformation 

matrix, giving the coefficients of the unit cell vectors of the sur.fnce 

structure with respect to the original platinum surface unj_t cell vectors, 

is given where possible in Table II. Hhen the admission of a gas had no 

effect on the LEED pattern, this has been recorded as "no change" in the 

· table. When the background intensity of the LEED pattern was high rela-

tive to the pattern from a clean surface then the "disord.~r" on the 

surface has been noted in the table. 
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When streaks occurred on the LEED pattern, indicating disorder in 

one particular dimension, we have used the nomenclature n(ld)-X where 1/n 

represents the fractional po~ition of the ~tieaks with respect to the 

original distance between the diffraction spots from the terraces of the 

stepped platinum eurface; (ld) indi'ccites a one:_dimensional diffraction 

feature; and X :ls the species assumed responsible for the streaking. Thus, 

for.example, 2(ld)-H means streaks on the LEED pattern, due to hydrogen 

adsorption, halfway between the platinum diffraction spots. Some of the 

structures are not well ordered, for example, diffuse 1/2 order indicates 

poorly resolved details halfway between the platinum spots. 

Other structures are difficult to interpret in terms of simple unit 

cells. Thus, the adsorption of ethylene and cyclohexane (at 850") on 

Pt (S)-· [9 (lll)x(lOO)] produces a complex stl:ucture with insufficient reso-· 

lution to identify the unit cell of the surface structure. Like-v;iE:e, 

cyclohexane at 850° on Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] gives another complex structure 

that could not be characterized. 

Where no experimental data exists a dash has been shown in the tables. 

The surface structures of the same hydrocarbon molecules that form 

on the low 'index Pt(lll) crystal face are listed in Table lie for comparison. 

The Pt (S)- [6 (lll)x (100)] surface was reproduced on a second crystal 

cut separately from the original Pt(S)-[6(111)x(lOO)] crystal. The results 

of adsorption, including the forrnafion of the ordered surface structures 

were identical on both crystals to within the experimental error:. 
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Results 

;. ' 

A. The Pt(S)-[9(lll)x(l00)] Surface 

'This surface,with the widest' atomic terraces of-all the stepped-

surfaces studied; was expected· to behave ·s:i,milar to the (111) ·crystal 

face. Indeed, the ordered ·carbon deposits. frequently were found to 

coexist with a rotationally disordered graphitic·overlayer that is char-
an example of which is sho-...rn _in Figure 3. 

acterized by ring-like dif-fraction featl.lre~{\' Ori low_ index platinum 

surfaces· (111) and (100) ·only the ring-like diffraction patterns appear 
. . 

with heat treatment· of any hydrocarbon adsorbates {750°C or greater). 

on: the [ 9 (lll)x (100)] surfac-e the ring-like. diffraction features appear 
' ' 

at as low as 300°C during the adsorption of most hydrocarbons that are 

listed in Table II. Depending on the conditions of exposure, more or 

less of the surfa<.:e is cuv'ered by the ordered carbonaceous structure. high 

incident flux favor the fon.'k'ltion -of the graphitic overlayer w-hile the 

ordered surface structures predominate during lower rates of adsorption. It 

was found that when hydrogen is simultaneously incident with the hydrocarbon 

on the surface the formation of the graphitic overlayer is retarded. 

At high partial pressures of hydrogen the ring-like diffraction_ features 

do not form at all. Hany of the suiface structures exhibit OJ.le·-dimensioncl 

order indicating ordering only along the steps vJhile the adsorLed layer 

is disordered in the terrace in directions away from the step direction. 

The adsorption· of most hydrocarbons hm11ever gives rise to the formation of 

ordered t\.Yo-dimensional surface structures that are characterized by 

unit cells of various sizes from (/3 x /3) rotated, at 30° to the original 

platinum substrate unit cell to larger sizes. 
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Since the carbon Auger signal is of the same intensity in the presence 

of surface structures of both small or large unit cells it is concluded 

that the latter diffraction features are probably due to the presence of 

coincidence lattices in which close packing in the adsorbed layer is main-

tained. The apparent lar~e unit c.ells are due to the small mismatch Jn 

the lattice parameters in the adsorbed layer ~lith respect to that in .the 

platinum substrate. The surface structure changes as a function of temper-

ature are indicated in Table II. These temperature dependent changes are 

general properties of the carbonaceous structures on the stepped platinum 

surface's. 

B. The Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(l00)] Surface 

The adsorption of hydrocarbons of various types produced many ordered 

surface structures on this crystal face. The typ~ of siructure that forms 

depends on the hydrocarbon molecule that is being adsorbed. It is apparent 

that the geometry of the adsorbed molecule and small differences in the 

bonding characteristics can markedly change the structure of the carbon-

aceous deposit. Heat treatment of an adsorbed layer on this crystal ~loes_ 

!::.)__!;_ produce a rotaU.on.:-1J.ly disorC.c.red graphitic ov8r:Lqer. The surf<Jce 

structures convert, as a 'funetion of temperature, to other structures· that 

are characterized by different uu::i.t cells. Hm·1ever, the formation of the 

new.type of surface structure depends on both the 
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exposure and thetemperature. For example, when ethylene is first adsorbed 

at low (25°C) temperature, a surface structure with unit cell matrix, ~~ ~I 
or a (2x2), is obtained as noted iri Table IIa. l-Jhen the layer is heated 

to 800°C a ~-~ ~I diffraction pat~ern appears as sho~vn in Figure 4c. If 

the clean platinum surface is heated in vacuum to 800°C and then exposed 

to the same pressure of ethylene, a·· differ~nt surface structu:r:e, that iB 

shovm in Figure 4d' appears with a '!--~ ; I unit celL . On this surface the 

formation of the various· ordered sur-face struC:tur·es was independent of 

the hydrogen partial pressure within the accuracy of the expt::.riment. 

C. The Pt(S)-[4(lll)x(lOO)] Surface 

This cryst;al surface was not stable when heated in vacum1 al:J:Jve 

lOOO"'C, when faceting prc.c1uced a ncv crystal pl<.~nc -v;hosc (00) liiffr.:::ction 

beam was readily detectable. From knm:rledge of the geometry of the 

system the angle between this newly' formed- plane and the (111) face was 

estimated to be 31°. The [Lf(lll)x(lOO)] surface could be regenerated in 

oxygen by heating the surface to between 800°C and 900°C and subsequent 

heating i.n vacuum to 700°C to remove the oxygen. Faceting was faster 

and took place abovf~ 300°C: in the prescnc.e of various l;yclrocarbous. 

Although no detailed study was made to analyze the diffraction features 

that form, faceting yields the same crystal planes in. the presence of 

· ~q_.sorbed hydroca·rbons as in vacuum. At large hydrocarbon pressures 

facc~t:ing \o!as very pronovnced with the formation of grnph:i.ti.:: carl•on at 

high temperatures. The surface rearrangement could not be arrested by the 

presence of large partial pressures of hydrogen. 
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D. The Pt(S)-[7(lll)x(310)] Surface 

This crystal face exhibits avery large concentration of kinks in 

each step as shown iri the ·schematic diagram in Figure 2d. ·Therefore, it 

was expected to exhibit unique chemisorption artd structure forming properties. 

lndccecl, this crystal face behaves very differently in the presence of 

hydrocarbons than the other stepped platinum surfaces that must have muc.h 

lov;er kink concentrations. We have been unable .to detect the formation 

of ordered surface structtrres of carbonaceous deposits on this crystal 

face. Initial exposure to hydrocarbons only increases the background 

intensity of the diffraction pattern and also ca11ses the doublets (due to 

the step periodicity) to become diffuse, indicating disordered adsorption 

and di ::,ordc:~hcr, of the step~". Heating the st~!'f2.c~ h?.d little effect on 

the diffraction pattern, except that during the adsorption of ethylene 

and toluene, graphitic carbon was produced. 
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Discussion 

Of the four stepped crystal faces that we studiedi .three, the 

[9(1ll)x(lOO)], [6(111)x(JOO)], and [7(lll)x(310)], showed remarkable 

therUl<ll stability in vacuum and in the presence of adsorbed hydrocarbons. 

These surfaces could be heated above 1000°C without marked restructurin;j, 

thus they are likely to be important surface structures in·various 

catalytic surface reactions. The [4(lll)x(l00)] surface, however, was 

unstable in vacuum at temperatures greater than 900°C and faceted even 

11 at 300°C in the presence of hydrocarbons. -McLean and Hykura found a 

similar affect \vhen measuring surface energies of platinum crystal faces. 

Surfaces with a high angle (greater than 15°) bet~<;een the surface normal 

and the (111:) polt! "touglwr-.-::,c:;" aL teltl.peral:urt::s appro':iclting 1000°C, w!Lllt:: 

loHer angle surfaces were stable to approximately 1500°C. At this 

temperature the surfaces were· radically altered to form large (111) facets 

while maintaining the same anglebetween the macroscopic surface normal 

and the (111) pole. High and lo\v angle faces of copper were found to be 

stable in vacuum to at least 600°C, but heat treatment in the presence 

f b 1 f . 12 o - car on causcc, ncetJ ng. Niobi~m steps are stable to J.900°C 1 but j' 

defo-::m at 2t100°C prohal•ly from the presence of car·hou on the surface.13 

These studies confirm the thermal stability of stepped surfaces of several 

metals to temperatures approaching the melting point of the solid. 

; 
Hydrocarbons form several ordered surface structures on the various 

stepped platinum surfaces. The structures that form depend on the width 

of the terrace, and the geometry and bonding of the hydrocarbon mol~cules 
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that are chemisorbed. In addition, the surface structures are dependent 

on the surface temperature and the hydrogen partial pressure as well. In 

short, most of the variables that were tested in this study influenced 

the formation of ordered carbonaceous deposits. Closer inspection of Table 

II reveals that ordering of the hydrocarbon deposits improves·with in-

creas'ing temperature. The exception to this trend is the behavior of hydro-

carbons on the Pt (S)-[7(lll)x(310)] surface. ·on this high kink density 

stepped surface, none of the molecules form ordered surface structures 

in the entire temperature range (20°-'850°C) that was studied. 

Both the thermal behavior and the Auger spectra indicate that the 

adsorbed layer contains carbon. However, the amount of hydrogen that is 

conta.ined in the ordered deposits cannot be monitored directly. Table 

lie also reveals thRL these same hydrocarbons form entirely different types 

of surface structures on the low index platinum (111) crystal face,. 

Detailed work function measurements which accompanied the LEED studies 

indicated the absence of dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbons on the (111) 

surface at moderate temperatures (< 200eC). 8 Since stepped surfaces 

have been found to dissociate large binding energy diatomic molecules 
, . 

d "1 2 ' 4 h . 1. k 1 f i] . h 1. 1 • f c . b 1 rca 1 y, t e steps are 1 "e y to ac .1tate t c urea.:J.ng o: .-11 onas 

as well, causing rapid dehydrogenation of the adsorbed hydrocarl,ons even 

at lm.; temperatures. 

In.Table III we list the energies of the various chemical bonds of 

carbon, hydrogen and platinum. The energies of the bonds involving only 

carbon and hydrogen have been obtained by cxpPriments while those involvinr; 

platinum have been . d 14 estll1k'lte • It ls apparent th-::tt breaking of the C-H 
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bonds should be easier than breakingof the various C-C bonds and just as 

easy as breaking the H-H bonds. 

Not surprisingly, the rate.and the extent of dehydrogenation of the 

adsorbed hydrocarbons can be controlled to some extent by changing the 

partial pressure of hydrogen over the platinum surface. For example, the 

ratio of hydrogen to hydrocarbon and the rate of incident flux have a 

marked effect on the surface structure formed on the Pt(S)-[9(lll)x(lOO)] 
. 

crystal face. As the surface temperature is raised to above 300°C there 

is a competition bet\o7een the formation of ordered surface structures and 

rotationally disordered graphitic structures. Figure 3 shows the dif-

fraction pattern of the most co!lLrnon ordereJ structures, a composite of 

two structures, ~~~~or (2x2) and a 1-i ~~or (/3xiJ)-R30°, along with 

the disordered graphitic overlayer. The ordered structures form best 

under low incident hydrocarbon flux and/or high hydrogen flux. A low 

flux allows the adsorbed hydrocarbon flux and/or high hydrogen flux. A 

low flux allows the adsorbed hydrocarbon molecules time to diffuse unob-

structed to a favorable position along the step before dehydrogenation 

and the formation of an immobile layer occurs. HydrogC!n, incident on the 

surface, should slm.J the rate of dehydrogerwU.on and give surface species 

more tirr,e to order. On lovJ index crystal faces, ring-like diffraction 

features do not appear until 500°c3 •15 or higher indicating the importance 

of steps in init·iating dehydrogenation. 

In addition to being able to break strong chemica] bonds (H~-n, C-H) 

another striking property of the stepped surfaces is to serve as substrates 

for the nucleation and growth or -ordered carbonaceous surface structu;.es. 
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These are totally absent from the low index Pt(lll) or Pt(lOO) surfaces. 

It is likely that dehydrogenation and the formation of ordered carbonaceous 

deposits are interrelated, as the behavior of· the Pt (S)- [ 9 (lll)x (100)] surface 

discussed above, indicates. The rate of dehydrogenation can certainly 

effect the mobility of the adsorbed species so necessary for ordering to 

take place in the surface layer. Improvement in the ordering with increas-

ing temperature may also be caused by increased mobility or enhanced 

dehydrogenation or both. Dehydrogenation and ordering of the hydrocarbon 

residues are the most significant characteristics of stepped surfa.ces 

which distinguish them from the hydrocarbon ~hemisorption characteristics 

of low Miller index platinum surfaces. 

The behavior of the Pt(S)-[9(11l)x(l.OO)] crystal face represents a 

transition between the behavior of the Pt(lll) and Pt(S)-[6(111)x(l00)] 

surfaces~ Its step density is high enoueh to cause dehydrogenation. 

Nevertheless, the rate of dehydrogenation can be controlled by varying 

the partial pressure of hydrogen. Similarly, there is a competition 

between the formation of a rotationally disordered graphitic layer that 

forms exclusively on the Pt(lll) surface upon dehydrogenation of adsorbed 

hydrocarbons, and the formations of ordered earbo:1aceous surface Btructures 

that form on the Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] surface. 

The Pt(S)-[6(111)x(lOO)] face has the most favorable surface atomic 

arrangement (of .the four types of stepped surfaces studied) to induce the 

nucleation and ~rowth of ordered carbonaceous deposits. Inspection of 

Table Ila indicates that ordered structures were obtained on this surface 

during chemisorption of all of the hydrocarbons that were studied. The surface 
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structure may change as a function of temperature for a specific adsorbed 

hydrocarbon species,and it also varies from one hydrocarbon to another. 

When the surface structure formed by the chemisorption of benzene or 

n-hepta,ne is heated above 700°C the~~~~ structure forms, Figure 4a. This 

transformation is accompanied by a change in the step periodicity as evidenced by 

the absence of·doublets with spacing one-sixth that of the platinum-platinum 

unit cell distance. The new step width is probably more 

than 50 atoms wide (that is, a step spacing that is too wide to resolve 

the doublet). Reversible changes in step periodicities have been reported 

2 12 18 previously on Pt, Cu, and U0 2 • The change of periodicity can be 

caused by the well ordered, specifically oriented, carbonaceous overlayer 

if it lowers the· surfac~ energy of the (111) orientation \vith respect to 

the stepped surface enough to cause gro\-7t·h of the (111) terraces. Surface 

carbon has been shown to preferentially decrease the surface energy of some 

. 19 .· . . . . . . . . . ·.·· . · .. 
metals in alloy solutions and could stab1lize certa1n crystal face or1en-

tations. 

What is the likely structure of the ordered carbonaceous layer? 

One type of snrface stJ~ucture that may form is composed of a hexagonal 

over layer, ~:iD1ilar to the structure of the basal plane of graphite, depos-

ited on the (111) orientation atomic terraces of platinum. Since the 

carbonaceous deposit may be at various stages of dehydrogenation we may 

assume that the C-C distance is either 1.1•2 A or 1.39 A corresponding 

to the C-C distance in graphite or in an aromatic molecule, respectively. 

In Table IV we tabulate some of the coincidence lattices that can be 

• )\>' 

. ., 
·.c, 

i < 
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generated by the rotation of the hexagonal carbonaceous structure with 

respect to the platinum unit cell. Since the Pt-Pt distance is 2. 78 A, 

the large number of coincidence lattices are generated due to the mismatch 

of the unit cell size of the carbon structure and the platinum substrate. 

The ratio of the magnitudes of the platinum unit cell vector (2.78 A) to 

the. graphite un.it cell vector (2.46 A.) is nearly 9 to 10, and the platinum 

unit cell vector to aromatic unit cell vector (2.40 A) is nearly /'J/2 (0.866) · 

to 1. Table IV sho¥7S that some of the carbonaceous surface structures that 

form (for example,· {v'3x/3)-R30°, (9x9), etc.) can be generated by this model 

while others [for example, (2x2)] cannot. The table also indicates that 

only a few of the many predictable coincidence structures have been detected. 

The Pt(S)-[4(111)x(100)] crystal face is unstable in vacuum above 

1000°C. Its faccti~g is accelerated in the presence of hydrocarbons or 

hydrogen so that restructuring c'ccurs rapidly even at 300°C. It appears 

that faceting dominates the structural transitions, and that ordered 

chemisorption of hydrocarbons could not take place at all on this crystal 

surface. 

The Pt (S),.-[7 (lll)x CllO) J face must contain a high concentration of 

kinks in the steps. This su:dace exhibits thermal stability similar to 

the Pt(S)-[9(1ll)x(lOO)] and Pt(S)-[6(1ll)x(lOO)] crystal faces. As a 

result of its unusual surface structure,however, adsorption of all of the 

hydrocarbons produced a disordered layer. Ordering could not be induced 

by changing the temperature of the partial pressure of hydrogen. It 

appears that this surface is so reactive that in addition to dehydrogena-

tion (breaki.ng of C··ll bonds), the breaking of C-C bonds also takes place 

rea<lily which causes rapid decomposl.Hon of the 
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hydrocarbons. As a result, an amorphous layer forms before ordering of 

the carbonaceous deposit can occur. 

The studied four stepped platinum surfaces (Pt(S)-[9(11l)x(100)], 

Pt(S)~[6(lll)x(l00)], Pt(S)-[4(lll)x(lOO)] and Pt(S)-[7(lll)x(310)] exhibit 

very different behavior during the chemisorption of various hydrocarbons 

(n-heptane toluene, benzene ·ethylene, and cyclohe;:ane). Their behavior ' ' . 

is different when compared with the chemiso:-ption characteristies of the 

Pt (111) surface ·as welL It is possible, however, to rationalize these 

diverse characteristics if we consider the·interplay of four competing 

processes that can take place during the chemisorption of hydroce:n:bons 

on these various platinum surfaces. These processes are: (1) the 

p.u~_~_c_,1t:i~~ and _g_rov;th of orderetl earhonaceo·u.s surface structures; (2) the 

dehydrog!:!nation of the org&nic molecules (breaking of C--H bonds); (3) the 

decomposition of the organic molecules (breaking of both C-H and C-C bonds; 

and (4) the rea~urent of the substrate ·(faceting). 

On a·low index, (111)' or (100)', crystal face of platinum, none of 

these four processes take place at less than 200°C at an appreciable rate. 

Thus, the chemisorbed molecules can be matntained on the surface for 

experimental timr;~s long enough to study their packing anrl orde!'ing charac-

teristics. At elevated temperatures (above 500°C), thermal cracking 

produces decomposition and, in the absence of high density surface steps 

that may act as nucleation sites, a rotationally disordered graphitic 

overlayer forms. 

On the Pt(S)-[9(1ll)x(100)] surface the presence of atomic steps leads 

to increased rates of del1ydrogenation) and nucleation of ordered carbonac~ous 

structures becomes possible. At lm-1 hydrogen partial pressures, dehydrogenation 
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is more rapid and a disordered carbonaceous deposit forms on these wide 

terraces before the domains of ordered carbon structures, that nucleate 

at the steps, can gro'io7 large enough to cover the terraces. Heating the 

overlayer will aggregate the disordered carbon and yields the rotationally 

disordered graphitic carbon deposits on the terraces, far from the steps. 

By increasing the hydrogen partial pressure over the substrate during the 

chemisorption of hydrocarbons, the rate of dehydrogenation can be diminished 

and the mobility of adsorbed species increased to the point where the rate 

of nucleation and growth of ordered carbonaceous structures can compete 

\vith it successfully. Thus, in the presence of high partial pressures 

of hydrogen,the formation of ordered carbonaceous surface structures predominate. 

On the Pt(S)-[G(lll)x(lOO)] surface the rates of C-C bond breaking are slower 

th.:m the rate of nucleation and grm·7th of the ordered carbonaceous structure. 

It appears that increasing the step density by decreasing the terrace 

v7idth produces a situation favorable for the growth of highly ordered, 

very stable, carbonaceous overlayers. This surface represents the most 

favorable substrate structure tested so far for the formation of ordered 

carhonCJ.ceous structures. If these structures are important in hydrocarbon 

cata1y~;i~;, and there m:e indieat:i.ons that they are,9 lhe stt:ppe.J mlbf;trat.c 

surfaces with terraces between 4 and 9 atoms wide should show optimum 

reactivity. 

The Pt(S)-[4(1ll)x(l00)] crystal face is no longer stable in the presence 

of adsorbed hydrocarbons. The rate of structural rearrangement of the 

substrate to new crystal faces is promoted by the presence of both hydrogen 
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and carbon and therefore beconu?.s ·faster with the dehydrogenation of the. 

hydrocarbons at the steps. Faceting of this.crystal face is thus faster· 

than either dehydrogenation or the growth or ordered overlayers. The 

new crystal faces that appear are apparently stabilized by the presence 

of carbon. 

Finally, on the Pt (S)- [7 (lll)x (100)] kinked surface the rate of 

hydrocarbon decomposition is very rapid compared to the other three processes. 

Therefore, order.eq carbonaceous layers cannot be produced at all. These 

crystal faces are thermally stable, hor..Tever, a.nd should be present on 

catalyst surfaces. Although excess hydrogen does not appear to detectably 

reduce the ability of this surface to decompose organic moleculcst more 

strongly adsorbed species (sulfur, for example) could block the active 

kink sites and slow dovm; perh .. 'J.ps markedly, the decomposition i:d. hydrocarbons, 

. so that the nucleation and grm·Jth of ordered layers can compete with it. 

The experimental variables that control the rates of these four 

processes will be the subject of future research. The stepped platinum 

surfaces that have been studied here may be viewed as prototypes whose 

different surface structures permit one of the compet'ing surface reactions, 

a different one on each surface, tb predominate. 

Inasmuch as high density atomic steps nucleate the formation of ordered 

surface structures, their presence are desirable when surface structure 

analysis is to be performed. They would facilitate the formation and growth 

of large ordered domains of adsorbates so important in obtaining repro-

. ducible high intensity diffraction patterns. 
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Why are these ordered carbon deposits formed and stabilized on the 

platinum surface in a wide range of temperatures and hydrogen or hydro-

carbon pressures? The stability of these structures can be explained by 

the thermodynamic properties of the Pt-C and Pt-H systems. Carbon and 

hydrogen bave relatively lm<~ solubilities in platinum, and there are no 

platinum--carbon or platinum--hydrogen compounds in the solid state that 
at elevated temperatures. 

are thermodynamically stable/\ Thus, the deposited carbon or hydrogen 

cannot undergo chemical reactions subsequently that would transform the 

ordered structure to a different chemical entity. On the other hand, 

simple calculations indicate that the Pt-C and Pt-H bonds are strong, 

14 
62 kcal and 67 kcal, respectively. Thus, the strong substrate-adsorbate 

interaction is responsible for the formation and stability of the ordered 

carbonaceous struct'..1TC!3. Future studies should explore the ordering of 

carbonaceous layers on other metals that exhibit siudlar thermodynamic 

properties in the presence of carbon and hydrogen as that of platinum. 
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Adsorption and Co-adsorption of Hy4rogen 

Heating the various stepped platinum surfaces in hydrogen (10- 7 
- 10-s 

torr) has induced marked changes in the diffraction patterns which are 

indicated in Table II The appearance of streaks perpendicular to the 

direction of the steps indicate the appearance of a one-dimensional struc-

ture that is ordered along the steps while disordered perpend:lcular to 

the steps. Itt the absence of surface structure analysis, using the dif-

fraction beam intensities, it is difficult to decide \vhether hydrogen has 

caused reconstruction of the stepped platinum surface or that the new 

st.ructure is due to the chemisorbed hydrogen. Nevertheless, the surface 

structural changes are marked and readily detectable. 

1-!he!l hydrogen F.:ts co-<J.d sorbed Fith n-heptane, 

toluer<e, or benzene several surface· structures formed that were different 

from the surface structures that form in the presence of either 

hydrogen or hydrocarbon. These surface structures are listed in Table lib. 

Hydrogen may change the ordering characteristics by a) retarding dehydro-

genation or. by b) forming co-adsorbed structures with unit cells that 

contain both the hydrogen and the hydrocarbon molecule. There arc several 

. 1 ° r 1. d O d • .£ co 2 ' 20 d Q. 21 • } cxamp es repartee ror t11e or ereo co-a sorpt1ou o · . an 
2 

w1t1 

H2 • Comparison of the co-adsorbed surface structures that form on the 

stepped surfaces with the surface structure of n-heptane and benzene on 

the Pt (111) crystal face allows one to distinguish between the processes 

a) and b). lf the surface structures on the stepped and low index platinum 
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surfaces are identical, the presence of adsorbed hydrogen merely retards 

dehydrogenation. The data listed in Table lib indicates that the hydrogen 

surface structures on the stepped and low index surfaces are different. 

Thus, hydrogen forms co-adsorbed surface structures with hydrocarbons. 

Further exploration of these surface structures should be carried out 

since the hydrogen partial pressure ruay change the nature of carbon deposits 

if dehydrogenation at elevated temperatures proceeds via the co-adsorbed 

structures instead of via the adsorbed hydrocarbon. 
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. Table I 

Angles of Cut, Hiller Indices, and Designation 
of the Stepped Platinum Surfaces 

-
A ngle of Cut Miller Index Designation 

14. 

9. 

6. 

9. 

50 from 
50 from 

2"' from 

5" from 
rotated 

(111) 

(111) 

(111) 

(111) 
20° 

(533) Pt(S)-[9(1ll)x(lOO}] 

(7 55) Pt(S)-[6(111)x(l00)] 

(544) Pt(S)-[4(111)x(l00)] 

(976) Pt(S)-{7(lll)x(310)] 

- -~ 



Table IIa 

Gas Exposure Pressure. xl0
7
tor1 Pt(S)-[9(111)x(lOO)] I Pt(S)-[6(11l)x(lOO)J I (sec) 20°C 350°C 

I 850°C 20°C 350°C 850°C Ambient! At the 
Surface 

' 
Hydrogen 60 I 100 220 No Change (ld)-H No Change No Chang~ 2(ld)-H 2(ld)-H I I l 

I I i I l I i ' j2 ol Ethv1ene I 600 100 490 . I Complex - Complex I - I 3 21and I 6 ,o 2! . -2 5 . -1 i 
I ! . . 

Cyc lo hexan ~ 60 
I 

100 I 650 I Disorder Disorder Complex 2(ld)-C !Disorder Complex 

n-HeEtane 

Benzene 

Tolue:1e 

I 

I 

! 
I l 600 I " 14 No Change , " ol 

12 01+ -"- I; sl - ' 

I I 0 2 
I I + C Ring 1 1 11 I i 

~-1 2! I I I. 
I 

100 
I 

l::l 70 \2 ol+ Disorder Half Order I~ ~I 19 01 i 
lo 9 

I 
0 21 Diffuse 

I 1-i ~I I I I ! I 

i I 

t I I ' ! ! i 2(ld)-C i2(ld)-C 60 I 100 i 700 I Disorder I - I 
~---:---t-----:---t-----~~--__;_-t-_______ J ___ +-----'-

Disorderll. I 1 11 3(ld)-C ~· - I 19 01 

__ ! 

I I 900 

I 
i 1oo 
I 
I 

I 

I ' 

4 

10 

I 27 

I 
i 

67 

I Disorder 

Diffuse 
l/3.0rder 

!Band 
i i I I 6Q I lOQ I 670 !Disorder 

l _I ! -- ___ l_ - ! 

J-1 2 0 9 

1+ C Ring ' __ j ______ I 

I I l (ld)-C I (1d)-C Disorder I 
I I 
I I I 

Disorderll/2 Order 
I 
I 

Diffuse 
+ C Ring I I I 

I _! 

19 01 
lo 9i 

f- ..... 
.............. 

...... ~ 

~I 
+'-'-
"-..d 

C; 

(,-: 

.;c 

.. -·· 
~ . ..: 

c> 
I 

N 
1.0 ""-· 
I 

~ 

.. ' ..... : 



Table Ilb 

Ryd!:"ocerbon Ratio j Exposure!Hydrocarbon 
7 

Pt(S)-[9(111)x(100)] Pt(S)-[6(000)x(lOO)] Hydrogen: j (sec) )Pressure x10 torr . 
Hydrocarbon. I ~~b~ ~~A~ h 20°C I 350°C 1 850°C 20°C 

1 350°C I 850°C 
I . ,, _,_en._ ._ t e j 

i 

I 1 Surface i I i I 

No Change[ I~ ~I I 
n ... He:etane 30:1 60 I 100 14 - - - -

l 
i 

i 
112 0!+11 11, 

I 5:1 300 10 3 - - I - - -I I , o 2 _, zl· 
I I -'- ,I . I 

I I~~ ~H-~ ~II 11 -11 I~ ~I 
5:1 1000 10 3 - - 1 Disorder ' ! 

I -1 1 
I I 1+ c Rinz 

C Ring~ 1:10 300 10 4 I - 1
1

11
1 

- - -
I -1 2 

I I+ c Ri~g 
30:1 I 100 I 

10 1 
!, . I i I - - -'lcluene ' ; ~Jo Che"nge 1t1nsteble -

I 
i I I i 

I. - !(ld)-C I 
I 

I 
30:1 60 i 100 13 - I - - -I ! 

I I - .!unstable I I 1:1 100 i 10 3 - -
I - -

i 
I I 

I 
I 

I 
1:1 . 60 I lC'O I 31 

I 
- iC Ring - - - -I I 

jc Ring 
I jc ~ing 1:5 100 i 10 1 - - - -

1100 I I Benzene 1:1 I 10 3 -- I - - Disord·er - (1d)-C ; 

' I 
' I I 

I 
w 
0 
I 



Table lie 

~"".;:t s 7 ! 
ExposureiPressure xlC torr! Pt(S)-[4(lll)x(l00)] Pt(S)-[7(lll)xfJlO'l 
I (sec) At the i 1 850°C 1 ~ ~(\oc I 850°C 

I 

Ambient 20°C 350°C 20°C I · 20°C 
I Surface J 

I .):) ._, 
i 

I I I. .. 

I ~led~ Hydrogen 

i 
60 100 220 1veak Weak - - I - I No 

Facets Facets Change I Facets ... 

1 . . . i • "_! ~ . 
Ethvle:-te 60 100 490 Disorder Disorder~ Facets Diffuse Diffuse C Ring Disorder I 

! . + C Ring Do~blets Doublets 
I 
I 

Diffuse I!Lf 0 I Cyc1ohexene 
I I Disorder I~ ~I 100 ! 10 65 - - -

I + Faint 1 jO 2 
I 2(ld)-C . 

I 

I Disorder 60 100 650 Diffuse Disorder - - - -
+ Faint 
2(ld)-C I 

n-Hentane 100 10 I 70 
·16 ~I Disorder 14 ol - Diffuse Diffuse I~ ~~ lo 2j Do:1blets Doublets 

j I 

i I 

60 100 700 Disorder (ld)~c - - - -I 
! 

I + Faint 

r-
I 
I 2(ld);,_C I I I 

Be:-tzene 100 10 70 !Disorder Facets !Facets - 1-; ;j· 
I I 

! . 

!Disorder 
I 

60 100 61+0 DisorderiFacets - - - -
\ + C Ring 

I 
I . . 1 

Toluene 100 10 67 !Disorder Disorderl2(ld)-C Diffuse Diffuse C Ring 3(ld)-C . I 

~+Facets 

1
+ Facets! Doublets iJoublets 

1. I 
I I 

60 100 67C iDisorder,Disorderi2(ld)-C Diffuse Diffuse · C Ring -
j+ Facets+ Facetsj Doublets Doublets 

' 

Pt (111) 

350°C 

-

Disorder 

Disorder 

-

Disorder 

-

Disorder 

-

Disorder 

-

900°C 

-

C Ring 

C Ring 

c Ring 

C Ring 

C Ring 

C Ring 

C Ring 

C Ring 

C Ring 

... ~ 
·~.,....-

~~" 

i""'w 
"\-_..,. 

A'-',t:"'\_ 

...:;; 

c: 
I , ... ' w .... 

1-'.· ' 
I 

'~< 

QV 

~;;. 
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Table III 

List of Bond Lengths and Bond Energies (for Platinum, Carbon, and Hydrogen) 

Bond Order Length Bond Energy Remarks 
(A) (kcal/g mole) 

----
Pt-C 1' 2.15 62.5 

Pt-H 1 1.685 67.1 See Reference 14 for 
details of calculation. 

Pt-Pt 1 2. 77 43.6 
-·-

88 CH -,CH (ethane) 
c-c 1 1.54 80 

3 3 average 
66 -· 97 spread 

c;..:c "11-.:_11 
3 1.42 116 graphite 

c-.c -"1 !_n 
"2 1.39 121 CIJ_·omat ie 

167 H
2
C=CH

2 
(ethylene)_ 

C=C 2 1.33 145 average 
140 - 170 spread 

c=c 3 1.20 .... 170 Hc=cH 

10/f H C-H 3 . 
C-·H 1 1.09 104 average 

73 - 112 spread 

H-H 1 0.75 103 

--- ----~--------···· ·-· ----------··-------- ..... ________________ ----·-·-----·----- --·----- ---------- ----··· -·---- ·---------- -···-----
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Table IV 

Close-packed-Coincidence Lattices on Platinum 

Coincidence structures generated assuming close-packed h2xagonal 
carbonaceous layers on platinum (111). 

a) Structures generated \dth c-c boAd distances of 1. 39 (graphite). 

~~ ~~*' 1-i ~~' 1-i ~~' and ~-~ ;j' 1-i ~~' ~-~ ~~' ,_; ~~*or 
<119xll9)-R23.4°, j_; zj, and 1-i ~~*or <13xi3)-R3o 0 

b) Structures generated with C-C bond distances of 1.42 (benzene). 

I~ ~I· I~ ~I· 1-i ~!·and I! ~I· 1-i ~I· 1-~ ~I· 1--~ ~I* or 

(/19xll9)-R23.4°, ~-~ ~~' andl-i ~~*or (/3xi3)-R30° 

Notes 

An asterisk denotes a surface structure ob~;erved in these studies. 
The unit cells of the surface structures with respect to the platinum 
unit cell are given in matrix notation. for simpler structures the 
magnitude of the surface unit cell and its rotation with respect to 
the platinum unit cell is also indicated. 



Figure 1. 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4 
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Figur,e Captions. 

Angles of cut, Miller indices, and designation of. the 

stepped platinum surfaces. 

Diffraction patterns and·schematic representations of the 

platinUm stepped surfaces used in these studies. 

(a) Pt(S)-[9(lll)x(lOO)] at 84V. 

(b) Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] at 75V ~ 

(c) Pt (S)- [4 (Jll)x (100)] at 34V. 

(d) Pt(S)-f7(111)x(310)] at 49V. 

Diffraction ~attern obtained from the PL(S)-[9(111)~(100)] 

in the preserice of carbonaceous deposits of (/3x/3) -R30° 

and (2x2) unit cell dimensions, and domains of graphitic, 

as a result of coadsorption of hydrogen and n-heptane at 350°. 

Diffraction patterns-obtained from the Pt(S)-[6(lll)x(lOO)] 

surface. 
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ORDERED CARBON STRUCTURES 
• 

ON Pt (S)- [6(111)X(IOO)] 

N-HEPI'ANE, BENZENE, TOLUENE CYCLOHEXANE 

ETHYLENE #1 ETHYLENE #2 

Fig. 4 XBB 734-2807 
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